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The term Campbellites is not here used tist Churches are Churches of Ch~ist, if 
as a term of reproach, nor is it meant to be there are any such. 
in any sense discourteous. It is used as A certain lady was said to have "left 
the only name in vogue which can clearly the Church of God and joined the Bap
distin~uish the body of Christians to whom tists." The statement had a very quizzical 
this term is understood to apply. The term look until it was explained that she had ex
Christian applies to all sincere believers in changed her relations with the Winebren
Christ. The term disciple applies to all narians for a place in a Baptist Church, 
learners in his school The exclusive ap" under the conviction that she thus accepted 
propriation of these terms to distinguish a more complete conformity to the Bible 
others from ourselves, implies an arrogant pattern of the "church of God." If it 
assumption to which the conscientious be- should now be said that Mr. A. had left 
liever can not accede. It is true the claim the Baptists and joined the Disciples of 
is made that in the use of these terms Christ, or Mr. B. had left the Church of 
there is a strict adherence to scriptural ChrisJ; and joined a Baptist Church, would 
usa~e. But this claim is fallacious. While , not loyal, truth-loving Baptists have reason 
the terms "disciple" and "Christian" are , to repudiate the invidious implication? 
both in tte Bible, so is the name "Baptist." : Surely it is not expected of me in this pa· 
But the designations "Disciple Church" · per, to point out distinctions between Bap· 
and "Christian Church," even "Church of tists and Christians-between Baptists and 
Christ," are not in the Bible; literally Disciples of Christ-between a Baptist 
these are all as unscriptural as the title Church and a Church of Christ. We shall 
"Baptist Church." The New Testament not stultify ourselves by admitting any 
never t:J.Ualifies the word church by way ol such distinctions. 
discrimination, except to distinguish be- When we employ the name "Campbell
tween different local bodies (as the "church ite," we have a designation that is dis
in Jerusalem," "at Antioch," etc.). The tinctive, and one which everybody at once 
unqualified word "church" is the designs- understands. There is a propriety in the 
tion which the Bible employs. Besides, use of this term to denote the party em
these titles are indefinite, and do not and bracing the views of Alexander Campbell, 
can not desi~nate. And we who claim to be of Bethany, W. Va. "Mr. Campbell is the 
Christian can not acquiesce in the exclu- author and most eminent proclaimer of 
sive assumption by others of these titles, these peculiar doctrines." He was the rec
without admitting an invidious reflection ognized founder and organizer of this dis
upon ourselves. Baptists are Christians, tinct body of religious people. They arose 
at least they are as likely to be as others; under his labors, and gathered around his 
Baptists are disciples of Christ, and Bap;- leadership in the early part of the present 
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century, "in Western Pennsylvania and 
the contiguous parts of Virginia and 
Ohio," and thence spreading into Ken
tucky and Tennessee. He organ;zed at 
first an isolated congregation as the Brush 
Run Church, called "The Christian Asso
ciation." Subsequently, rejectinjl; infant 
baptism, and being immersed upon profes· 
sion of his faith, he induced his Brush Run 
Church to follow him in ~eeking connec· 
tion with the Baptist denominatil)n. For 
several years the prinmples of Mr. Camp
bell's "reformation" were disseminated 
within this connection, until in 1832, the 
Baptists in Virginia and elsewhere formal
ly withdrew fellowship from the individ
uals and churches holding his views 

From this time forward, in spite of his 
intense and indignant aversion to secta
rianism, in spite of his disavowal of any 
purpose to "add to the catalogue of new 
sects," Mr. Campbell became the leader of 
a sect The adherents of the ''current 
reformation" were a sect, in the sense de· 
fined by any English dictionary For they 
were, as Webster defines. "a body of per
sons who have separated from others in 
virtue of some special doctrine or set of 
doctrines which they qold in common." Be
sides,"they bad all the attributes, and emi
nently the spirit of a fect,"in the very same 
view which Mr. Campbell himself attached 
to the term. ''Of thi& sect," Pays Dr. Jeter, 
"Mr. Campbell was the head-not by ap
pointment nor in form, but in fact and by 
merit His learning, zeal, energy and in
fluence clearly marked him out tor the po· 
sition; and it was accorded to him without 
dissent, without envy, heartily and almost 
unconsciously The sect was the product 
of his own labor It bore strikine;ly the 
impress of his own character. . . . His 
word was the law of the 'reformation;' 
and it derived its force from the unwaver
ing conviction among all the reformers 
that it was in perfect harmony with the 
word of God. From Maine to Georgia, 
and from the Atlantic Coast to the Far 
West, the same words and phrases were 

current 1!-lDOng them; and every portion of 
the circulating medium bore the unmis
takable impress ot the Bethany mint." 
Though thirty years have pased away since 
Dr. Jeter wrote these words, they are 
just as true and as suitable to-day as ever. 
Although there is apparent at present a 
more evangelical drift, yet the whole sys- -
tem as it exists to·day, with all its doctrines 
and arguments and defenses, is fully set 
forth in Mr. Campbell's own writings. It 
is true to-day, as ever, that the body bears 
much of the impress of Mr. Campbel!'s 
character; and all their statements and ar
guments and controversies and current 
forms of expression still bear "the unmis
takabJe impress of the Bethany mint." 

The evils of sectarianism, we must ad
mit, they have not exaggerated. Our pro
test against its spirit is as decided and 
earnest as theirs. But the remedy is to be 
sought in something deeper than a name. 
Among the parties that arose at Corinth, 
the so called Christ party was as severely 
censured by the apostle as the Apollos or 
the Cephas party. The sectarian spirit 
may hide under the specious plea, "I am of 
Christ," as well as anywhere else The most 
unsectarian name, so called, may become 
the watch wortl and rallying-cry of the most 
intolerant of sects. The attempt to cure 
sectariani~m by a so·called unsectarian 
name, results only in adding another to 
the list of party names which divide the 
Christian world. Much, therefore, as we 
may deplore sectarian divisions, still, since 
sects do and will continue to exist, it is 
necessary to distinguish them by desip;na
tions that are distinct. And until some 
better term can be derived from something 
distinctive in their principles, the people 
of whom we are speaking are most nat
urally denoted, without ambiguity and 
without discourtesy, by the well-known 
name of the founder and chief expounder 
of the system. 

Between these people and Baptists there 
are differences, not merely trivial, but on 
points that are vital. It is important that 
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these distinctions between us should be tinction from them, but simply to state the 
clearly understood. This is important for differences, clearly and fairly, in a. few of 
two principal reasons: First, To correct a the most essential points. 
popular misapprehension of our position It is not easy to present any statement 
in the Christian world. The impression of the doctrinal views of the "Disciples" 
has widely prevailed that we are closely which will remain unchallenged. Many 
related to each other, or indeed practically thin~s in Mr. Campbell's controversial 
alike. The fact that both parties reject in- writings are obscure, some statements 
fa.nt baptism, and agree in the act of ba.p- seem evasive, some contradictory. The 
tism, leads to the impression that we are same is true of more recent writers of this 
alike in other respects, and hence we are school. And when, for any reason. formal 
often popularly confounded, and doctrines statements of doctrine have been put forth, 
against which we earnestly protest have they have usually been couched in Ian
been attributed to us for their sakes. Sec- guage which is ambiguous and evasive; 
ondly, It is important to our denomina- and without reading between the lines, it 
tiona] integrity, because it is so often the is not always easy to ~~:et at the exact posi
policy of the Campbellite leaders them- tion that is taken There seem to be two 
selves to keep these distinctions out of principal sources of this obscurity: 
sight in their efforts to prcselyte from our First, The Campbellites have always de
ranks. It is a. common thing for Baptists clared war to the death against all creeds 
who are supposed to be pliable, to be urged and confessions of faith 
to unite with their churches on the ground In their opposition to creeds as authori
tha.t there is really no important difference tative and binding on the conscience, they 
between them and Baptists. This specious do not so much differ from us, as they mis
flea, so manifestly disin~~:enuous, is a very understand or misrepresent our position. 
common style of ar~~:ument Uf course We also do not believe in human creeds as 
this assertion is of ;tl,elf a virtual condem- authoritative and binding on the con
nation of the whole l'ampbellite movement. science. In their professed repudiation of 
If, indeed, there are no principles in which creeds as terms of fellowship, their claim 
they differ from Baptists-principles impor- for themselves is fallacious and absurd. 
tant to be propagated-then their separate "Every intelligent Christian has a creed, 
denominational existence is an unjustifiable written or unwritten. There are certain 
schism. Since there is no difference, let facts, truths and principles which he be
them abandon their separate organization, lieves and maintains. He may 
and enter the existing Baptist churches, or may not write these articles ot his be
and contend with them and within them for lief, but they are equally his creed, and 
the faith once delivered to the saints. Wh v equally efficacious in controlling his con
organize another body with no distinctive duct, whether thev be written or unwrit
principles to maintain and propagate? But ten." The same is true of a church. 
there are differences between us wh1ch are •· ·rhey have, and of necessity must have, a 
vital, upon questions around which the creed ; it . . . may comprehend ma»y ar
most intense controversies have raged for ticles or few, may be written or traditional 
over sixty years, points held by them in -and this creed is their bond of union. 
disa~reement from us with a tenacity This remark i~ as true of the churches 
which is seldom exceeded. To speak of C<~lling themselves Disciples as of any 
these differences as of triflir:g importance, churches in Christendom. They profess, 
is onlv to deceive. indeed, to make the Bible their creed; but 

It is my purpose not to aT!!,Ue and de- there is a grand fallacy in this claim. It 
fend the positions which we hold in .dis- is not the Scriptures objectively, but sub-

:1840_18_. 
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jectively considered-the Scriptures as "basis and bond of Christian fellowship." 
they are understood, interpreted and main- This creed of the Disciples "concerning 
tained by themselves-that form the basis Jesus" is a term of fellowship. And in 
of their union. There are certain points fact it is notorious that there are nowhere 
of Scripture doctrine, in which they agree, to be found any stouter sticklers for a creed 
and by which they are identified." [Quoted than these same disciples of no creed. Yet 
in substance from Dr. Jeter's "Campbell- this avowed opposition to definite and for
ism Examined," pp. 34, 35.] Their com- mal summaries of doctrine leads to a vague 
mon interpretation of the Scriptures is method of expression which involves much 
their creed; and, as with others, their obscurity and evasion. 
creed is the real basis of their fellowship. Secondly, Mr. Campbell made it a. point 

In a "statement of the distinctive feat- to repudiate all accepted theological terms 
urea" of Campbellism, entitled. "Our Posi- and all forms of speech in common use ex
tion," by Mr. Isaac Errett ( ch. ii. 3), we pressive of religious ideas. He. stigmatized 
find the following on the que~tion of many of these as "philosophical specula
creeds: "We repudiate alJ human authori- tiona," "scholastic terms," "creed phrase
tative creeds. We object not to publish- ology," etc. This aversion to common 
ing for information, what we believe and terms of religious speech leaves much un
practice, in whole or in part, as circum- certainty with respect to the ideas which 
stances may demand, with the reasons the rejected terms commonly express. On 
therefor; but we stoutly refuse to accept the other hand, many familiar religious 
any such statement as authoritative, or as terms are employed with meanings entire
a term of fellowship, since Jesus Christ ly different from those commonly attached 
alone is Lord of the conscience, and his to them. Hence statements which in form 
word alon~ can rightfully bind us." Ex- seem to be orthodox, when the terms em
cept one clause, "as a term of fellowship," ployed are understood, are found to express 
Baptists would indorse this statement. what they do not seem to express. Faith, 
But is there indeed no statement of belief repentance, regeneration, conversion, justi
which is practically made by the C&mpbell- :fication, salvation-tbese terms are em
ites a term of fellowship? The very next ployed, but in the dialect of Ca.mpbellism 
paragraph of the paper above quoted cites they have meanings entirely different from 
a short confession of faith which is de- those which they have in the common un~ 
clared to be a "basis and bond of Christian derstanding. With them faith is little 
fellowship." "Nor have we any term or more than a. cold assent to testimony. "A. 
bond of fellowship but faith in this divine man believes in Christ,'' said Mr. Camp
Redeemer, and obedience to him. bell, "in the same way and as easily as I 
Faith in the unequivocal testimonies con- believe the well-attested history or General 
cerning Jesus-his incarnation, life, teach- Washington." It is little more than a mere 
ings, sufferings, death for sin, resurrection, intellectual act. With us it is a cordial con
exaltation and divine sovereignty and sent to and reception of the truth, which is 
priesth~od-and obedience to the plain a principle of spiritual life. It is an affec
commands he has given us are with us, tion of the heart, a self-surrender of the 
therefore, the basis and bond of Christian soul to God. With them repentance is 
fellowship." Here, then, is a summary of simply or mainly as outward act of refor· 
doctrine which is a bond of union. There mation, a turning around. With us it id a 
are, then, certain truths concerning Jesus, complex internal experience, involving a 
regarded by them as "unequivocal testimo- change of the heart, including a. deep sense 
niea" of the Scriptures, the belief and prac- 1 of personal guilt, a loathing of sin and a. 
tical acceptaBCe of which<~ constitutes the 1 godly sorrow for it. Much indefiniteness 
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and ambi~uity arise from the perverted bell maintains that all the converting 
meanings in which terms in common use power ot the Holy Spirit is in the argu
a.re employed. menta or motives which he presents to the 

But let us notice a few leading points in mind in the written word. On this point 
which the distinctions between Baptists I I take issue with him. I maintain that 
and Campbellites are most manifest and there is an influence of the Spirit, inter
most essential. nal, mighty and efficacious, differing from 

1. THE AGENOY oF THB HoLY SPIRIT IN moral suasion, but ordinarily ~rted 
coNvERSION. This subject belongs to the through the inspired word, in the (._;'aver
very heart of the gospel. The belief of sion of sinners." [Camp. Ex:. pp. 123, 
the reality and efficiency of the Spirit's in- 125.] 
:!luence is eHeential to spiritual religion. It Mr. M. E. Lard, in his review of Jeter's 
is exceedingly difficult to state the Camp· "Campbellism Examined," is a recognized 
bellhe position on this vital subject in and accepted expounder of the aystem. 
terms which will be admitted to be just. He undertakes to explain and defend Mr. 
Tbey themselves have never framed a ~tate- Campbell's teachings. Let us turn to Mr. 
ment of their views on this point, which Lard's position on the work of the Holy 
they have not in other relations contra- Spirit. He thus states the proposition to be 
dieted. l'bey have defined their position maintained: "l'he Holy Spirit operates in 
in terms which are obscure, varying and conversion through the truth only." We 
evasive. Amidst the jumble of confused should take issue with this proposition on 
statements whioh their writings contain, the ground of the qualifying word ''only," 
let us try to reach a fair and just under- which unduly limits the agency of the 
standing of their views. Spirit. Leave out this one word, and we 
· Ho far as Mr. Campbell's writings are should aooept the statement. But if we 

concerned, Dr. Jeter's summary of his po· follow Mr. Lard in the development and 
sition miiy be accepted as fairly stated: "I defense of his proposition, we shall find 
understand Mr. Uampbell to maintain that ourselves still in irreconcilable antagonism 
the influence of the ::-ipirit in the work of with him. For he adduces in support of 
conversion is limited, and of necessity, to this proposition fourteen different argu
the simple presentation of arguments, mo. menta. But, stran2:e to say, every one of 
tives, truth, to the minds of men, by means the fourteen arguments· flatly contradicts 
of words and other signs-that all the the proposition and denies that the Spirit 
power of the Spirit in the conversion of itself operates at all in conversion. Every 
men is in moral suasion." The influence of one of these arguments is framed expressly 
the Hpirit on the heart is precisely the to prove that the truth alone is efficient in 
same as that of an orator over his hearers, conversion, and that the Holy Spirit has, 
which ''is not exerted by the entrance of except indirectly in the inditement of the 
his spirit into them, but 'by words uttered truth, nothing whatever to do with it L See 
by the tonj!;ue, by ideas communicated these arguments quoted in Mr. Williams' 
to' their minds." "As the moral power of "Campbellism Exposed," ch. iii.] Mr. 
man is in his arguments, so is the moral Lard's position then plainly is that the 
power of the Spirit of God in his argu- Holy Spirit, having once inspired the writ
menta." The Spirit's agency ceased when ten word, ceased his active agency, and 
he had indited the written word. There is the only sense in which it is proper to say 
no direct, immediate, supernatural power that the Spirit operates through the word, 
exerted on the human spirit by the Spirit is that he is the author of the arguments 
of God Dr. Jeter thus clearly and con- that affect the sinner's heart. All the 
cisely states the point at issue: "Mr. Camp- power exercised in conversion resides in 
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the truth itself. The effi~ienoy is not in 1 upon the sinner's heart, moving him a.nd 
the Rpirit, but in the word alone. "But and helping him to believe, and personally 
what do we mean," says Mr. Lard, "when originating the new life in his soul. In 
we say the Spirit operates through the an article on "Disciples of Christ" in the 
truth? We mean that it operates by the Schaff-Herzog Encyolopredia. written by 
truth; that is, that divine truth is itself the Mr. F. D. Power, gf Washington, (and in 
vital power by which in all cases the Spirit such a work we would expect the greatest 
effecil' ,ponversion; in other words, that the precision in statemeBt) we find the follow
Spiril'1;pends on the mind of the sinner in ing: "Recognizing the agency of the Holy 
conversion no iRfluence except such Spirit in conversion, they repudiate all 
as resides in the truth as divine, as of the theories of special spiritual operations out
Spirit." Again, he says: "According to 1 side of the word, but demand that the sin
Mr. Campbell's theory, conversion is in ner shall hear, believe; repent and obey the 
every case effected by the influence of the gospel, trusting God to do the rest." It 
Spirit; but then comes the question, What appears then that this "agency of the Holy 
influence is meant? He denies that it is Spirit in conversion" is limited to the fur
an influence distinct from and above the nishing of arguments; and to "repudiate 
truth, and maintains that the truth itself all theories of special spiritual operations 
is that influence." To quote the comment outside of the word" means to teach tltat 
of Mr. Williams on these extracts: "Now, the only divine influence present in con• 
what is the meaning of this? Does it not version is such as resides in the word it
show that while Mr. Campbell and Mr. self; it means to deny the personal pres
Lard talk like other men about conversion ence of the Spirit in the heart effecting 
being effected by the influence of the Holy this ~eat moral change. 
Spirit. they have a meaning of their own? They "repudiate all theories" and spec· 
When Mr. Campbell says, 'Conversion is' ulations, indeed! And yet this Campbell
effected by the influence of the Spirit,' he ite theory of the Spirit's work is itself a 
means it is effected by the truth, which is sheer speculative assumption that the 
itself that influence. And when Mr. Lard Spirit can operate on the heart only by a.r
says, 'The Holy Spirit operates through gument and persuasion. It is a theory of 
the truth in conversion,' he means the conversion unsupported by a word of Scrip
truth itself operates I Their propositions ture, and expressed in terms themselves 
assert his agency, their arguments deny it." unscriptural. The real personal influence 

This, then, is the true Campbellite posi- of the Holy Spirit in conversion is not a 
tion on the influence of the Spirit; and in mere theory, but a revealed truth which 
harmony with this theory must be inter- experience confirms, and which can not be 
preted all statements and expressions surrendered or obscured without danger to 
which may seem to have a more evangeli- vital godliness BaptistA, of necessity, 
cal import. Thus, when the Campbellites must oppose the tendencies of this error 
·of Ohio, in their address to the Ohio Bap- with uncompromising firmness. 
tist Convention, in 1871, declared in guatd- It should be further noticed that this 
ed language, ''We believe, too, that this Vampbellite theory of conversion implies 
Divme Spirit is the agent in regeneration a very low view of the divine majesty of 
and conversion," we must understand this the Holy Spirit, and a low view of the de
agency to have consisted only in the orig- gree and inveteracy of human depravity; 
inal inditement of the written word, the in both these points there is a vital -differ
arguments which are to move the sinner. ! ence between them and Bar-tists. 
It is no acknowledgment of the present, I (1.) A Low VIEW OF THE HoLY SPIRIT.

direct efficacious influence of the ~pirit With all evanl.'elical Christians Bavtista 
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have always held in high veneration the ] what is usually called the trinity of per· 
Holy Spirit as a personal subsistence i sons in the Godhead, we repudiate alike 
in the triune Godhead. "Christianity," i the philosophical and theological specula
says Dr. Hodge, "would not be what it is i tiona of Trinitarians and Unitarians, and 
without this seme of dependence on the · all unauthorized forms of speech on a 
Spirit, and this love and reverence for his question which transcends human reason, 
person." But when all the converting and on which it becomes us to speak 'in 
power of the Holy Spirit. is identified words which the Holy Spirit teacheth.' 
with the moral influence residing in the Seeing how many needless and ruinous 
truth itself, when the Holy Spirit is made strifes have been kindled among sincere 
to recede· behind his own instruments, and ; believers by attempts to define the inde
is limited in power to moral suasion, when ' finable, and make teets of fellowship of 
he is allowed no present, active, internal huma.n forms of speech which lack divine 
agency in effectuating what is wrought in authority, we have determined to eschew 
the sinner's heart il) turning to God, then all such mi~chievous speculations and ar· 
he is virtually robbed of his distinct, bitrary term!! of fellowship, and to insist 
divine dignity. And it seems significant only on the 'form of sound words' given f:JJ.at whenever Campbellite writers touch to us in the Scriptures concerning the 
the question of the Spirit's nature, they Father, the ~on, and the Holy Spirit" 
speak evasively, or, while admitting in Now, in all candor, if this expresses 
terms the orthodox doctrine, so qualify any definite idea, what is that idea? One 
their language as to neutralize the force of thing is clear; this qualifying paragraph 
their admissions. sweeps entirely away. or CQvers with in· 

Thus Mr. Lard, in a statement which penetrable doubt, the foregoing terms of 
he says "mav be said to exhaust the sum agreement. Every defining, intfrpreting 
of human knowledge respecting the expression is repudiated, and we are left 
Spirit," makes no express mention what- to ask: What does he understand to be 
ever of his divinity. And, though pro- the meaning of these "Scripture state
fessing to believe that the Holy Spirit is ''a menta" "concerning the Father, the Son 
person in the sublimest sense of the word," and the Holy Spirit"? Will any one·capa
yet sadly diminishes the sublimity of the able of interpreting English tell us from 
sense bv uniformly using the neuter. pro- the above language what is this Campbell· 
noun "it" in every reference he makes to ite "p"osition." on the trinity, or "tri·person· 
this supreme person. This style of speech ality" of the Godhead? Do they indeed 
is wholly unscriptural, and quite incon· "fully and unequivocally" al(ree with the 
sistent with a clear, reverential belief in well-known evangelical belief in the divin· 
either the divinity or personality of the ity of the Holy Spirit? Do thev, and in 
Roly Spirit. what sense do they worship him as coequal 

Again, Mr Errett, in the tract "Our with Christ and the Father? We have 
Position," in chapter one, among points of no clear unequivocal declaration on this 
agreement with "the parties known as point. 
evangelical," puts down "the revelation of To find another citation that ought to 
God, especially in the New Testament, in be conclusive, let us turn to the corre· 
the tri·persona.lity of Fath'lr, Son and Holy sponctcnce between the Ohio Christian 
Apirit." But in chapter ii. 2, under pointe Missionary Rociety and the Ohio Baptist 
of difference, he forthwith qualifies this Convention of 18 70-71 lt w11e the ob
in the following language: ject cf the {)amr,bfl.ti!es in these commun· 

"While acceptine tully and unequivo· icati0ns to make out a substantial and im· 
callv the Scripture statement.e conce~·ning portay,t agreement with ?aptiscE. such as· 
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to form the basis of the friendly co-opera-~ our lioubt, anCl we still desire to know in 
tion which they sought. And here, if what sense they believe in the deity and 
anywhere, we should expect the points of personality ef the Holy Spirit. They 
agreement to be stated with as little quali-1 seem to say in effect: "As we want to be 
fication as possible. In their second ad- friendly, we will aJmit it for the sake of 
dress, presented in 1871. in replying to accommodation, but in reality we do not 
certain points of difference which had believe it." 
been submitted by the Committee of the 'rhese citations are fair specimens of 
Baptist Convention, we find the following, their style of statement on this point. If 
with regard to the Holy Spirit: "How anv there has ever vet been published by any 
one can doubt the divine personality of the writer of this school a clear, positive, un
Holy Spirit, who consents to be baptized qualified admission of the deity and per
into the name of the Father, and of the sonality of the Holy Spirit, the preKent 
Son. and of the Holy Spirit, we do not writer has not seen it. 
understand," Certainly, in terms, this (2.) A SUPERFISIAL NOTION OF HUMAN 

seems like an agreement with the Baptist DEPRAVITY-The Scriptures plainly repre
faith. But, as we proceed with the para- sent the heart of man as alienated from God 
graph, we are, in the very next sentence, and depraved., destitute of holiness and 
met with a si~nificant caution B.j!;ainst "ad- spiritual life. There exists a sinful aver
mitting stereotyped creed-phraseology . . . sion to God so central and inveterate that 
in speaking of anything so ineffably mys- nothing but the power of the Holy Spirit 
terious and inco.mprehensible as the mode can overcome it and dispose the sinner to 
of the divine existence, or the relations of repent, and make him Buseeptible to the 
Father. Son and Holy Spirit" All defin- truth According to the Campbellite 
ing terms. though of well-understood im- ' theory, there exists no neea of anv in· 
port in the eommon acceptation, are re- fluence in conversion above the t-ruth it;. 
jected as vague, irreverent and presumptu- self This theorv leads inevitably to the 
ous Hpeculations. arid the final conclusion rejectiOn of the doctrine of depravity in 
is: "When we say, then, that we have no any true or intelligible sense of the term. 
doubt about 'the deity and pE-rsonality of Human nature ie not strictly depraved, but 
the Holy Spirit,' we say it in accommoda- , only peccable. Depravity is reduced to a 
tion to your- style, and to remove a doubt mere unfortunate frailty or u:eakness, 
that seetnl'l to be implied in the addre~s of which is not sin, which is more deserving 
your Committee; but we should object to of pity than blame, and which does not 
propounding anv dogma concerning the render the sinner insensible to the truth, 
Holy Spirit in any uninspired terms what- without the power of the Holy.Spirit. A. 
ever as a tea~ of faith or of fellowship." few brief citationa from Mr. Lard will 

Here again the qualification wholly clearly justify th1s statement of their 
nullifies the admission. It is plainlv im- view. "The very thing which we utterly 
plied that in the sense, at least. in which deny is tpat any degr€eor form of deprav· 
Bapti&t~:~ hold to the deity and personality ity exists in the human heart which ren
of t,he Spirit, they do not concur. If they ders the sinner incapable of conversion by 
consent to use these, or any similar terms, the truth." Be expre~~lv denies the ex
it is "in accommodation to our style," and istence of a "form [of depravity] which 
"to remove a doubt," while they reserve to renders an influer.ce distinct from and 
these forms of expression a meaning of .above the truth necessary to conversion." 
their own, different from the common "We inherit no form of depravity so in
understanding. We must say that this veterate as to affect the perfect freedom of 

• style of accommodation does not remove the human will, close the human heart 
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against the truth, or render a. man ineue- converted or regenerated, or obeyed the 
ceptible of being moved by motives; in a. gospel. These expressions, in the apostolic 
word, no form which renders him inca.p- style, when applied to persons coming into 
able of being converted by the simple, un- the kingdom, denote the same act." Again, 
aided light and force of divine truth." It "No person was said to be converted until 
would seem, then, that the sinner ia not ao he was immersed, and all persona who 
averse to God and to holiness, but that he were immersed were said to be converted." 
may convert himself, or the truth may Again, "Whatever the act of faith may be, 
convert him. Sin does not "close the it necessarily becomes the line of discrim
hea.rt against the truth." There is no in- ination between the two states. . . . On 
herent sinful opposition to God in the the one side they are pardoned, justified, 
human heart constituting such an obstacle sanctilied,reconciled,adopted and saved; on 
as to need a. distinct divine influence to the other thev are in a state of condemna
overcome it. tion. This act is sometimes called immer-

.A theory of conversion which leads to I sion, regeneration, conversion" (no differ
such low views of the divine personality ot ence which). Su,.ely this not only identi· 
the Holy Spirit, and which eo extenuates lies baptism with re11:eneration, but makes 
the enormity of sin, and rests upon such baptism also a sanctifying and saving or
superficial notions of man's inveterate dinance, if it is possible to express this 
sinfulness and alienation from God, is idea. at all in English words. gut Mr. 
utterly irreconcilable with sound Baptist Lard comes forward to expound Mr. Camp
views of gospel truth. Sucb a. system of bell's language, and to acquit him of the 
teaching must inevitably foster self-con- charge of teaching baptismal regeneration, 
fidence and pride, and can not be pro- whic~ such language seems to justify. He 
motive ot evangelical piety. puts this modified construction upon Mr. 

3. THE RELATION OF BAPTISM TO REGEN- Campbell's tea.chinj!;: he says the doctrine 
ERATION. It is not easy tv bring order out ia thia-''lst, That regeneration and the 
of the chaos of confused and varyinl!; state- new birth are identical; 2d, That the new 
menta which appear in the writings of the birth consists of two parte, to-wit: being 
"reformers" on this subject. Amidst it all, begotten or quickened, and being baptized; 
however, one thing is clear : in their view 3d, That therefore baptism is not regenera
baptism sustains such a relation to regen- tion, i. e., the whole of it." Baptism, he 
eration that regeneration can not be com- goes on to say, is onlv a "part," and the 
plete without it. Mr. Campbell himself, "last part" of regeneration. In the address 
over and over again, expressly and unmis- of the Ohio Christian Missionary Society 
takably identified or confounded baptism to the Ohio Baptist Convention, before 
with regeneration. He maintained that quoted, it is said: "It (regeneration) in
"baptiam is itself regeneration, and the only eludes, therefore, all that is comprehended 
personal regeneration " Let me quote a in falth, repentance and baptism-and so 
few sentences from his writings: "To call far as it ia expressive of birth, it belongs 
the receiving of anv spirit, or any influence more properly to the last of these than to 
or energy, or any operation on the heart of either of the former." "The change from 
man, regeneration, is an abuse of all a sinner to a Christian, from an alien to a 
speech, aa well as a departure from the citizen of the kinj!;dom," etc , is not "com
diction of the Holy Spirit, who calls noth- plete without baptism," but "this consum
ing personal regeneration except the act mates the change ... 'l'his, then, is the more 
of immersion." Again, "They who gladly recent and approved form of atatrJment: 
received the word were that day immersed baptism, accordinJ!: to the Campbellite 
-or, in other words, that same day were view, is the consummating act in the proc-
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ess of regeneration. If this is so, then thus la,ys hold of the promise of Christ, 
regeneration can not be realized or "con a,nd appropriates it as his own. He does 
summated" witho~t baptism · Certainly, not merit it nor procure it nor earn it in 
until regeneration is complete, salvation is being baptized; but he appropriates what 
impo&sible Then baptism is necess.u,y the mercy of God has provided and offered 
to salvation; and this is, after all. bap in the gospel" Again, "We therefore 
tismal re~~:eneration. Baptists hold, on the teach the believing penitent to seek through 
contrary, that the new birth muet loe a baptism the divine assurance of the for
complete thing before any one has n right giveness of sins," etc. [''Our Position," 
to be baptized; that baptism is a sign of ch. iii. 3 and ii. 8. J On the contrary, the 
the regenerating act of the Holy t-lpirit as Baptist position is that the believer must 
an accomplished fact. Let us turn to a by faith appropriate God's promise of for
closely related topic. giveness, and he must do this before he is 

4. THE RELATION OF BAPTISM TO THERE· a fit subject for baptism, And We should 
MISSION oF SINS, or to for~~;iveness and just- not admit to baptism oB.e who professed to 
ification. On this point, happily, there is seek it for such a purpose as this-seeking 
no difficulty in understanding and stating through this ordinance the forgiveness of 
the Campbellite position There is no am.· his sins. Faith, and not immersion, is the 
biguity, no discordance in their statements appropriating act. Mr Campbell says that 
on this subject of baptismal remi8sion. ·'it is not faith, hut an act resulting from 
which, as Dr .Jeter saJ8, i8 the "main pil- fatth, which changes our state ... ·or, in 
lar of Oampbellism." The evanj!elical language which we may now sometimes 
doctrine is that, "in virtue of the atone- hear, not faith but baptism "makes a man 
ment of Christ, God freely and fully re· a Christian." We should reverse these 
mits the sins of all those who heart~y re- pr,.,poBitions, and maintain that it is faith 
pent and cordiall_y believe in Christ." and not immersion that makes a man a 
With this Baptist~ agree, and with regard Christian. Mr Lard h1mself correctly 
to baptism they hold it to be simply "a de· states the difference between us on this 
cla.rative act indicating that tl)e remission point We may accept his proposition as
of sins has already taken place " But Mr signed to us, and join issue with him in 
Campbell maintained that penitent believ· the light of the New Testament He says: 
ere are forgiven not before, but in the very '·Mr. Jeter maintains that a person's sins 
act of baptism. '1 am bold to affirm," he are remitted the instant he becomes a pen
says, "that every one of them who, in the itent believer, and consequently before and 
belief of what the apostle spvh, was im- without baptism. From this we dissent. 
mersed, did, in the very instant in which We maintain that the sinner, though a be
he was put under water, receive the for- liever, is still required to repent and be 
giveness of sins and the gift of the Hol:y ha.ptized in order to the remission of his 
Spirit." All the modern followers of this sins, and consequently they are not remit
reformer adopt exactly his position on this ted before and without baptism" 
question, without any essential modifica· With regard to the importance of the 
tion. Mr. Errett, in a statement of the distinction betwee,n Baptists and Camp
Campbellite "position," which has been bellites on these questions, [ submit, with 
widely published oflate, and was reprinted all seriousness, that baptism administered 
in the Cleveland papers in the time of or received in order to the remi~sion of 
President Garield's career, puts it in this sin" is not baptism; immersion adminis
way: ''ln baptism he (the sinner) appr."J- tered or received as a regenerating act, ci 
priates God's promise of forgiveness, rely- thtJr a.s identical with or conmmma.ting 
ing on the divine testimonies. . . . He regeneration, is not baptism; that this view 
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of the design of baptism is so radically the feelings. The things contained in this 
subversive of the place and ~eaning as- experience are such as must be matter of 
signed to it in the Scriptures as utterly to consciousness. Hence ·we require a reJa
invalidate it. Baptism is the immersion of tion of the eandidate's experience before 
a believer, expressly as an emblem of re- the church, in order that the church may 
generation and remiss~n already ace om· have the benefit of this, among other sources 
plished in his experience. The immersion of evideuce, in judging of the reality of the 
of an unbeliever is not baptism 1'he im. work ot grace in the heart, and, therefore, 
mersion of any one with the intent by this of the fitness of the candidate. 
means to "make him a Christian" is not Now, all this is caricatured and ridiculed 
baptism. The immersion of one instructed bv the Campbellites. They call it a fiction 
to seek thereby the assurance of pardon and a farce. Thev characterize it as "seek
and administered for this purpose, is not ing the evidence of acceptance with God 
baptism. This is ritualism; and ritualism in supernatural tokens or special revela
makes void the commandments of God. lm_ tions"-which, of course, it is not. Mr. 
mersion administered with such ritualistic Lard declares that the main point in such 
design is no more valid for baptism than an experience is a fiction, and that the rela
the sprinkling of an unconscious babe. On tion of it fosters superstition. · The main 
any just view of New Testament order a point in the experience which he calls fie
Mormon immersion is worth as much as tion is, he says, "the sense of forgiveness 
this perverted rite. I do not see how we alleged to be felt by the partv a.t the mo
oan escape from this conclusion. What- ment when his sins are supposed to be re
ever view we take of the qualifications of mitted;" and he adds, with bitter sarcasm, 
the administrator, surely a perversion in "in most cases we mav suppose the unfor
the very design of the act of baptism, tunate victim of this delusion may be sin
must of necessity invalidate the act. The cere." The language employed by Mr. 
administration of a rite for a purpose so Campbell and his disciples to caricature 
unknown to the Scriptures and so utterly and ridicule what true disciples of Christ 
contrary to their spirit can not consistently value as their religirms experience, often 
be accepted by Baptists as valid. falls little Rhort of blasphemy. Let a sin-

5. CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE Campbellites gle specimen be given from Mr. Lard. "No 
differ from Baptists upon the question- good man of strong mind, and unwillinJI: 
perhaps it were more proper to say the to be deceived, ever vet heard related what 
fact or the reality-of Christian expe is popularly called a 'Christian experience,' 
rience. Conviction of sin, godly sorrow, without feelinJ!: himself deeply moved when 
faith in Christ, an obedient spirit, love that part of the farce was approached 
peace, joy and hope are elements of genu: which was to elicit a declaration of the 
ine Christian experience. All these are• sense of forgiveness It is difficult to sav 
feelings of the heart. There is a sense of which is the greater-the pity of such a 
sin, a sense of pardon. All true Christians man for the deluded creature who sits be
believe that the passage from death unto fore him on the inquisitorial bench, to be 
life is an experience of the heart, and that plied with silly questions which ignorance 
this experience is a reality. Baptists have or impudence can put, or his disgust for 
always laid great stress upon the necessity the blind guide who conducts the process 
of such an experience as prerequisite to of torturing the feelings of a subdued and 
baptism and membership in the church. It weeping sinner into every imaginable form 
has been held that, by the nature of the, that is false." I can not refrain from say
case, an important evidence of the reality ing that the "man of strong mind, and un
of such an experience is to be found in i willing to be deceived," or to deceive oth-
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ers, who can write in this way of a Chris
tian experience, surely does not know what 
it is. For his part, he has none wh!ttever 
to relate. No one who has a Christian ex
perience can possibly call it a "fiction" 
and.a-~'farce," nor approach this holy place 
with such shocking irreverence. And yet 
this is the common way in which Camp
bellite preachers talk of this sacred sub
ject of Christian testimony. Inquirers are 
taught: that they need ~o experience; that 
this is superstition: only be immersed, a.nd 
seek in this the assu_rance of pardon. 

Now the essential difference between 
Campbellites and Baptists on this question 
of experience, pertains not merely to the 
relation of it before the church, but to the 
reality of the experience itself. lts reality 
the Campbellites do expressly deny. They 
denounce the "alleged" experience as a fic
tion and. a farce-a superstition. Why 
should they require as preliminary to bap
tism any specific evidence of what they do 
not conceive to exist, or to be (\Ossible? 
There is no doubt that many members o' 
Campbcllite churches have for themselves 
a genuine Christian experience. But in 
this respect and to this extent they are not 
strictly Campbcllites. The system makes 
no provision :whatever for a Christian ex
perience; nay, it even scouts the very idea 
of such a thing. However numerous the 
exceptions to any rule may be, men are 
not likely to be better than their creed. 
They are not likely to possess what their 
creed denies to exist. If they do not be· 

lieve in a Christian experience, they are 
not likely to have one. 

There are other important points of dif
ference between Campbellites and Baptists. 
In fact, we agree only in the outward act 
of baptism, and ill the rejection of infant 
baptism. In all other points we differ in 
doctrine and practice; in most we are at 
antipodes. In the design and the subjects 
of baptism, and therefore in what is essen
tial to the rite; in the relation of the ordi
nances; even in the great doctrines of sin 
and redemption, we do not agree. I have 
sought, .as fairly as possible, to describe 
these distinctions on only a few points, 
such as seem to me most vital. My object 
has been rather to define than to argue the 
questions at issue. The differet'tces are im
portant and irreconcilable, and ought to be 
understood. No good can result from con
cealment or evasion. Such . .YlD:chings de
mand, not affiliation, but earnest protest as 
the solemn duty of Baptists. We must·il;ld 
do earnestly desire that union of all Chrl& 
people for which l).e pll&yed. We beljeve 
his prayer will be answered, and there 
will be a oneness in him who is the truth 
as well as the life. But this is to be 
brought about not by compromise, but by 
honest adherence to conviction and loyalty 
to Christ. The only union which is worth 
seeking is that unity of faith and knowl
edge, which is the goal of the divine disci
pline appointed "for the perfecting of the 
saints." (Eph. iv. 12, 13.) May this true 
unity be hastened in its time. 

Published by G. W. LASHER, at the office of the JoURNAL AND MESSENGER, 
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